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Over the weekend, my family had the opportunity to serve food at a local evangelism
outreach. Each one of us was put to work behind the table – we’ve never been a part of
something like that – all together – it was hard work and it was rewarding all in the same and
as I’m looking back at it – I couldn’t be more proud of my girls – they jumped right in and
took a station and stayed with it until the crowds died down. Never once did they complain.
When I finally had a minute to sit down and watch everything going on – I was so pleased
and filled in my heart to see the turn out – and how everyone had gathered to put together
this event. People we didn’t even know – working side by side.
When I finally had a moment to talk to one of the helpers who was laboring next to me – I
said “wow – this is just great – what a wonderful turn out – even bigger than the last event!”
and he said “I just hope someone had a chance to witness because if not, this was all for
nothing.”
Ever heard the term “wet-blanket”? That sentence stuck in my spirit and I thought – how
wrong and how skewed your vision is of this whole outreach! We joined together to SERVE in
joy and w/o complaint – there was all free - face painting, moon-bounce, food, snow-cones,
popcorn, live rapping, music and gifts for the children & he thinks there wasn’t evangelism?
As I pulled Gary to the side and told him we needed to get going so we could head to our next
family gathering – we walked around the church to our car and right there on the sidewalk
were two different groups of ministry – people praying and ministering to those in need –
right there on the ground!
I’m starting this week by saying: NEVER UNDER-ESTIMATE OUR GOD! He is bigger,
stronger, greater, wiser and ABLE – to turn what seems like very little effort on our part into
something that is long-lasting and worth the two hours of serving chicken and hotdogs. Each
part we play – is another step in taking care to grow the plantings of the Lord and be His

hands and feet – Friends – don’t ever say it’s “Never Enough” – because when we are living for
Jesus – NOTHING is wasted.
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